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Explainable AI
Human Centred Explainable AI Workshop, July 2019
https://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/hexai/
https://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/hexai/participants/

• “AI is not just Machine Learning” - Explaining AI 
before Explainable AI

• “We need to change the Metaphor” – From Black 
Box to Tip of the Iceberg

• We are all designers of explanations” –
Understanding Explaining

https://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/hexai/
https://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/hexai/participants/


Defining Artificial Intelligence

A long-standing academic endeavour to explore the hypothesis that: 

“every aspect of learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle be so 
precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate it.”  

McCarthy, J., Minsky, M., Rochester, N., Shannon, C.E., A proposal for the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial 
Intelligence, 1955. Available at http://raysolomonoff.com/dartmouth/boxa/dart564props.pdf

“At its core, AI is a research field spanning philosophy, logic, statistics, computer science, 
mathematics, neuroscience, linguistics, cognitive psychology and economics. AI can be defined 
as the use of digital technology to create systems capable of performing tasks commonly 
thought to require intelligence. AI is constantly evolving, but generally it: a) involves 
machines using statistics to find patterns in large amounts of data, b) is the ability to perform 
repetitive tasks with data without the need for constant human guidance”

A guide to using artificial intelligence in the public sector - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

http://raysolomonoff.com/dartmouth/boxa/dart564props.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/understanding-artificial-intelligence/a-guide-to-using-artificial-intelligence-in-the-public-sector


Fake it ‘til you make it

Tesla Robot Dance | Steve Jurvetson | CCBY2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jurvetson/7408451314/in/photolist-chEftd-chEjh3-dPuGGx-bs52Uo-qj5FUY-atAnS1-9M2QU4-pbNJxn-bVaCi8-5NirV3-2iVYSy6-2iUYMgK-biGH9K-bi4yL6-7NESvF-7NJQbS-63nJmC-2hL6kiK-657TrS-qmmL9e-qj5FW1-2dcPMU9-2iVRqkp-2a4FAos-2iUssoa-qmbzcv-bEWnc2-2iUiDBF-2iWcKzg-2iVNBBo-RqW2gP-RnoCcd-2iVfYq2-2iUcQFz-2iW1ffY-2iU8ZLg-2iVzHWY-NVpLG4-2iUMEmv-2iXajhw-2iXZqgV-2iWm35U-2iZwSeg-qvmH3p-DzJcqg-q4NUn3-2eefdpY-23LNzmy-2iWFwbX-2iYMtxW


Explainability – Interpretability (1)

“Opacity is not a quality that is unique to machine learning (ML) models and our own 
individual reasoning and actions, as well as those of large bureaucratic organisms, such as 
governments and businesses, can be equally opaque. It is the opacity of this last kind of 
organisation, which I have been particularly involved with.”

“Machine Learning has become alchemy […] If you’re building photo sharing services, 
alchemy is fine. But we’re now building systems that govern health care and our 
participation in civil debate. I would like to live in a world whose systems are build on 
rigorous, reliable, verifiable knowledge, and not on alchemy.”
Reflections on Random Kitchen Sinks – arg min blog

Working in contexts for which transparency is important: A recordkeeping view of explainable 
artificial intelligence (XAI) | Emerald Insight
Dark archives or a dark age for reasoning over archives? | SpringerLink

http://www.argmin.net/2017/12/05/kitchen-sinks/
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/RMJ-08-2019-0038/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/RMJ-08-2019-0038/full/html
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00146-021-01365-z


Explainability – Interpretability (2)

“Recordkeepers are also well 
placed to focus on doing what they 
have always done; gaining an 
expert sense of what sort of 
records are being produced and 
assessing their suitability to act as 
a permanent public record. […] As 
that [the AI] community starts to 
work out a more rigorous base for 
itself, who better than 
recordkeepers to offer advice on 
how that base might be 
instantiated in a sustainable record 
form?”



A (personal) shift in context 

AI for Digital Selection
Using AI for digital selection in government - The 
National Archives

Algorithmic Transparency Standard - Algorithmic 
Transparency Recording Standard - Guidance for 
Public Sector Bodies - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

InterPARES Trust AI (2021-2026) is a multi-national interdisciplinary project 
aiming to design, develop, and leverage Artificial Intelligence to support the 
ongoing availability and accessibility of trustworthy public records

https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/information-management/manage-information/preserving-digital-records/research-collaboration/using-ai-for-digital-selection-in-government/
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/information-management/manage-information/preserving-digital-records/research-collaboration/using-ai-for-digital-selection-in-government/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-for-organisations-using-the-algorithmic-transparency-recording-standard/algorithmic-transparency-recording-standard-guidance-for-public-sector-bodies
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-for-organisations-using-the-algorithmic-transparency-recording-standard/algorithmic-transparency-recording-standard-guidance-for-public-sector-bodies
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-for-organisations-using-the-algorithmic-transparency-recording-standard/algorithmic-transparency-recording-standard-guidance-for-public-sector-bodies


Documentation and Audit (1)

Datasheets for Datasets
Datasheets for Datasets -
Microsoft Research

Data Nutrition Labels
The Data Nutrition Project

Model Cards
Google Cloud Model Cards

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/datasheets-for-datasets/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/datasheets-for-datasets/
https://datanutrition.org/
https://modelcards.withgoogle.com/about


Documentation and Audit (2)

Algorithmic Transparency Recording 
Standard 
Owner and Responsibility
Description and Rationale
Decision making process
Technical Specification and Data
Risks, Mitigations and Impact Assessments

Explaining decisions made with AI | ICO

Rationale explanation: the reasons that led to a decision
Responsibility explanation: who is involved in the development, 
management and implementation of an AI system, and who to 
contact for a human review of a decision.
Data explanation: what data has been used in a particular decision 
and how.
Fairness explanation: steps taken across the design and 
implementation of an AI system to ensure that the decisions it 
supports are generally unbiased and fair, and whether or not an 
individual has been treated equitably.
Safety and performance explanation: steps taken across the 
design and implementation of an AI system to maximise the 
accuracy, reliability, security and robustness of its decisions and 
behaviours.
Impact explanation: steps taken across the design and 
implementation of an AI system to consider and monitor the impacts 
that the use of an AI system and its decisions has or may have on an 
individual, and on wider society.

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/key-dp-themes/explaining-decisions-made-with-artificial-intelligence/


(USP/24/1743) Salford's new ICL 
1904S computer in space leased 
from the National Computing 
Centre in Oxford Road, 
Manchester, 1974

http://usir.salford.ac.uk/11246/

Technology assisted archival processing



Not about automation?

“systems development research is going to be essential if archives are to 
work with CMC and other forms of digital materials”

Anne Gilliland

“Archivists working with businesses, organisations and governmental 
bodies are encouraged to become involved in the design and 
implementation of electronic record keeping systems. […] If creators can 
be encouraged to curate their own personal digital archives to some 
extent (including some basic appraisal), then the appraisal of personal 
digital archives by archivists at the time of deposit will be much simpler.

Paradigm Workbook



All about automation?

Anne Gilliland-Swetland, "Development of an Expert Assistant for Archival 
Appraisal of Electronic Communications: An Exploratory Study," PhD 
Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1995. 

(Described in Chapter 23 in Research in the Archival Multiverse, 
https://library.oapen.org/handle/20.500.12657/31429)

“No one has directly disputed the claim that our methods are out of sync 
with the problems by more than an order of magnitude.” 

David Bearman, Archival Strategies, American Archivist 58(4), 1995.

https://library.oapen.org/handle/20.500.12657/31429


For whom shall we spin straw into gold?

Europeana Network Association, AI in 
relation to GLAMs Task Force Report 
and Recommendations, 2021.
AI in relation to GLAMs | Europeana 
Pro

https://pro.europeana.eu/project/ai-in-relation-to-glams
https://pro.europeana.eu/project/ai-in-relation-to-glams


Conclusion (if only)

1. Understanding AI and learning how
to interrogate it

2. Good governance and the role 
of recordkeeping in that

3. Dealing with the digital
paradigm/reality shift (some more)

Transparency
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